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[57] ABSTRACT

A terminal guidance system including a heading com-
mand subsystem and a glide-slope command subsys-
tem which develop command signals for use in guiding
an aircraft or other vehicle into a preselected heading
and/or altitude at a terminal point. The heading com-
mand subsystem is responsive to certain input data
and continuously develops command signals for use in
directing the aircraft from a remote location to a ter-
minal point in such a manner that upon arrival it has a
preselected terminal heading. The glide-slope com-
mand subsystem is responsive to certain other input
data and continuously develops command signals for
use in controlling the rate of descent of the aircraft in
such a manner that it will have a preselected altitude
and glide-slope upon arrival at the terminal.

14 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures
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TERMINAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
The invention described herein was made by an em-

ployee of the United States Government and may be
manufactured and used by or for the Government for
governmental purposes without the payment of any
royalties thereon or therefor.

tern and a glide-slope command subsystem which de-
velop command signals for use in guiding an aircraft
into a preselected heading and altitude at a terminal
point. The heading command subsystem continuously
develops command signals which enable the aircraft to
be directed from a remote location to the terminal
point in such a manner that upon arrival it has a prese-
lected terminal heading. The glide-slope command sub-
system continuously develops command signals which

10 enable the rate of descent of the aircraft to be con-
trolled in such a manner that it will have a prescribed
altitude upon arrival at the terminal.

One of the primary advantages of the present inven-
tion is that all of the system components are airborne

IS and require no special ground equipment other than
the conventional VOR/DME station.

Another advantage of the present invention is that it
enables a vehicle to be navigated from any remote
point, within range of the terminal radio station, to the

necessary that the vehicle have a partkuiar alUtude 20 terminal without requiring that it follow a predeter-
and/or heading when arriving at a terminal or reference mined path.
point. For example, in the case of a landing aircraft, the Stil1 another advantage of the present invention is
rate of descent must be controlled and the ground track that it allows the pilot of the aircraft to select a glide-
of the aircraft must be aligned with the runway. s'°Pe and terminal approach traverse which is suitable

Conventional methods used by aircraft in making an 25 to the requirements of his aircraft or the comfort of his
instrument approach to an airfield do not always result passengers.
in the aircraft being aligned with the landing runway. Other advantages of the present invention will no
For example, a pilot making a conventional VOR in- doubt become apparent to those skilled in the art after
strument approach to the Vay Nuys Airport in Vay having read the following detailed description of the
Nuys, California, will, upon completion of an approach 30 preferred embodiments which are illustrated in the sev-
to the field, find himself 500 feet over the end of the eral figures of the drawing,
runway (VOR station) and heading directly across the jj^ j^jg DRAWINGS
runway with visibility conditions of approximately 1
mile. The pilot is then required to stay below 500 feet, FIG. 1 is a perspective diagram generally illustrating
make a 270° turn, and maneuver his aircraft back to the 35 a presently preferred method of operation of the pres-
runway for landing. Such approaches depend to a sub- ent invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to terminal
guidance systems for vehicles and, more particularly, to
a system for enabling a vehicle to make a controlled ap-
proach to a terminal in such a manner that upon arrival
the vehicle has a preselected altitude and/or heading.

. Discussion of the Prior Art

In piloting vehicles such as aircraft, large ocean going
vessels, and other means which are not constrained to
follow a predetermined path of movement, it is often

stantial degree on the visual acuity and judgement of
the pilot.

Although the pilots of large ocean going vessels are
obviously not concerned with changes in altitude, they
are, due to limited maneuverability at operating speeds,
concerned with having means at their disposal for en-
abling them to steer their vessel in a manner such that
it .will follow a particular track when approaching a

40

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an illustrative embodi-
ment of a terminal guidance system in accordance with
the present invention.

FIGS. 3, 4, 5, 6a and 6b illustrate the operational
principles of a heading command subsystem in accor-
dance with the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an analog em-
bodiment of a heading command subsystem in accor-

bridge opening, channel mouth or in-motion rendez- dance with the present invention.
vous with another vessel. A substantial savings in time FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the operational princi-

ples of a glide-slope control subsystem in accordance
with the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an analog em-
bodiment of a glide-slope control subsystem in accor-
dance with the present invention.

and operating costs would be obtained if it was no
longer necessary to reduce the operating speed of the
vessel merely for the sake of close tolerance navigation.
Because similar heading control conditions apply to
both seacraft and aircraft, principles similar to those
used to control aircraft heading and ground track are
thus applicable for navigation of seacraft.

50

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 55

FIGS. 10 and 11 are further diagrams used in expla-
nation of the operation of the terminal guidance system
of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to FIG. 1 of the drawing, a runway 10

It is therefore an object of the present invention to
provide an onboard terminal guidance system for en-
abling a vehicle approaching a terminal point to be
guided in a manner which will assure that it have a par- 6Q is shown along with a VHP omnidirectional range
ticular heading and/or ground track upon its arrival. (VOR) transmitter tower 12 which is aligned with the

center line 11 of runway 10 and located a suitable dis-
tance from one end thereof. Tower 12 might, for exam-
ple, be located at an outer marker or at a point that co-

Another object of the present invention is to provide
a terminal guidance system for enabling an aircraft to
be flown along a descending approach path in such a
manner that it will have a predetermined altitude and „ incides with the localizer and glide-slope beams of an
heading upon arriving at the terminal point.

Briefly, the present invention relates to a terminal
guidance system including a heading command subsys-

instrument landing system (ILS). Shown in dashed lines
and with its apex located at the top of tower 12 is an
imaginary, inverted right circular cone C having a coni-
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cal surface 14 and a cone half angle of (90° —
where 4>dn is the guide-slope angle chosen by the pilot
of an aircraft 16 approaching the terminal T. As em-
ployed herein, "glide-slope" means the horizontal
angle of the aircraft with respect to a selected point.

With the exception of the conventional VOR/DME
station 12 located at terminal T, all of the components
necessary to enable an aircraft to, in effect, define an
imaginary conical surface 14, and to follow such sur-
face to terminal T are carried onboard the aircraft.

The arrows shown located in a horizontal plane pass-
ing through the apex of cone C and radiating from the
point A lying immediately beneath aircraft 16, indicate
respectively, the heading Hac of aircraft 16 (measured

justable terminal heading selector 44, and be. operative
to combine the inputs from these selectors to develop
a signal proportional to the angle 0T. The desired $ir,
and hr (altitude above terminal T) are selected on glide
slope selector 46 and terminal height selector 48, re-
spectively. Selectors 42, 44, 46 and 48 may be, for ex-
ample, potentiometers controlling voltage magnitudes.

The provision of heading command and glide-slope
command signals requires that the heading error and

10 elevation error, respectively, be compared with their
derivatives to provide quickening or lead information
in the display to the pilot that will result in smooth con-
vergence to a desired flight path. A command signal is
satisfied (zero) in the presence of an error if the appro-

from magnetic north by the angle Oac), the aircraft 15 priate rate of reducing this error is also present. Corn-
bearing Br to terminal T, the selected terminal heading puter 20 is programmed to develop the command sig-

30

Hr which the aircraft is to have upon reaching terminal
T, and the desired heading Hd of the aircraft 16 at point
A, as computed by the heading control subsystem of
the present invention. The letter "h" indicates the alti- 20
tude of aircraft 16 above the terminal elevation and the
letter "d" represents the slant range distance between
aircraft 16 and terminal T.

As will be further discussed below, the terminal head-
ing HT (measured from magnetic north by the angle 0,) 25
may be selected as the heading of runway 10, or as
some other heading. For example, HT might represent
the wind corrected heading required in order to cause
aircraft 16 to track along the center line 11 of runway
10 after passing over the terminal T. As another exam-
ple, HT might correspond to the heading of a crosswind
runway (not shown) whose center line intersects termi-
nal T.

The invention permits aircraft 16 to arrive at termi-
nal T (or at a desired altitude above T) with a desired 35

heading. In accordance with the invention, the descent
of aircraft 16 to terminal T is along a path P on the sur-
face of the cone C. Depending on the initial and final
headings of the aircraft, the descent path is either linear
or curvilinear. Path P, represents a linear descent path
(on the surface of cone C) in alignment with runway
center line 11.

In FIG. 2 of the drawing, the onboard equipment car-
ried by aircraft 16 in order to practice the present in-
vention is schematically illustrated. Such equipment
might, for example, include a flight direction computer
20 which is programmed to respond to at least seven
input signals h, d, Oac, 9V, BT, <f>de,, and hT, and which is
operative to develop a heading command signal HC for
driving the command indicator 22, and a glide-slope
command signal GC for driving the glide-slope com-
mand indicator 24, of a guidance command display unit
26. Display unit 26 may be of any suitable electronic or
electro-mechanical form which is capable of respond-
ing to the electrical input signals HC and GC in order
to display the command data to the pilot. By closing
switches 27 and 28, the aircraft may be guided auto-
matically to the terminal point by autopilot 29.

nals HC and GC in response to the input signals in ac-
cordance with the relationships

HC = 6E - dO

and

GC = 4>£ -

where
Be is the heading error angle, and
<t>f is the glide-slope error angle.
The heading error angle ( OE) may be expressed as

0E = 6R + 0B - 360

where the reference angle 6K is the angle between the
aircraft bearing to the terminal and the desired heading
at terminal T, 6B is the relative heading of the aircraft
to terminal T, and 360° provides the direction of the er-
ror. As indicated above, the terminal heading 6T might
be either the runway heading or the runway heading
plus (or minus) a wind correction angle.

In the glide-slope command equation, the elevation
error, <j>E is defined as

45

50

55

— <t>'ac ~ <f>d

where <f>'ac is derived from h, hT, and d.
The flight direction computer 20 may be an analog

or digital computer programmed in accordance with
equations (1) and (2) or may be comprised of separate
and independent data comparing and signal generating
entities which respond to certain ones of the described
input signals. In order to further explain the present in-
vention, the terminal guidance system illustrated gener-
ally in FIGS. 1 and 2 will now be divided into two sub-
systems which are referred to as the heading command

Electrical signals corresponding to h, d, 6ac, and Ov ,. subsystem and the glide-slope command subsystem.
for input to computer 20 are developed by conven-
tional onboard aircraft equipment such as the radar al-
timeter 30, distance measuring equipment (DME) 32,
gyrocompass 34, and VOR receiver 36. The input sig-

THE HEADING COMMAND SUBSYSTEM

The underlying operational principles of the heading
command subsystem are generally illustrated in FIG. 3

nals corresponding to 6T, 4>del, and hr are developed by „ of the drawing and are more particularly demonstrated
signal generators 38, 40 and SO. Signal generator 38 in FIG. 4. Referring now to FIG. 3, a pair of points T
might, for example, be responsive to a manually adjust- and A are shown having a circular segment 60 connect-
able wind correction selector 42, and a manually ad- ing them such that segment 60 is tangent to a line 62
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sin -'(Wsin 6 /AS Wr)

20

_ passing.through the point T. By constructing a line 64
tangent to segment 60 at point A and a line 66 connect-
ing points T and A, and then drawing a line 68 parallel
to line 62 and through point A, it will be noted that line
66 bisects the angle /3 formed by the intersection of 5
lines 64 and 68. Similarly, it can be seen that if another
line 64' is drawn tangent to segment 60 at any other
point A' along segment 60, the line 66' connecting
points T and A' will again bisect the angle /3' formed
by the intersection of lines 64' and 68'. Note also that 10
as point A is moved along segment 60 toward point T,
the angle ft decreases and converges on 0° at point T.
This indicates that by knowing the direction of a line 62
(and thus the direction of line 68) and the direction of
a line 66 connecting T and any point A, then their angle ' ̂
of intersection a can be determined and since /3 = 2a,
a line 64 can be constructed for use as a directional ref-
erence which rotates into coincidence with line 62 as
the point A approaches point T. Bear in mind that point
A need not be restricted to movement along the circu-
lar segment 60 since at any other point A", a new cir-
cular segment can be constructed with a tangent to line
62 and passing through the new point A", and a new
set of lines 64", 66" and 68" can likewise be con-
structed intersecting at that point.

In FIG. 4, the use of the principles illustrated in FIG.
3 to provide guidance control in accordance with the
present invention are illustrated. An aircraft 70 is
shown located at point A and a runway 72 is shown 3Q

having its longitudinal axis intersecting a terminal point
T. An arrow Hr represents the desired terminal heading
and is shown radiating from point T along line 62. A
similarly oriented arrow H'r is shown emanating from
point A and lying along the line 68. The arrow Hoe. lies 35
along the longitudinal axis of aircraft 70 and indicates
the aircraft's heading at point A. The arrow Hd

represents the desired heading of aircraft 70 at point A
and lies along line 64. The arrow BT represents the air-
craft bearing to terminal T and lies along line 66. Note 40
that the desired terminal heading, as indicated by arrow
Hr, is not coincident with the runway heading, indi-
cated by arrow H«n>, but intersects.HRH. at an angle &„
which in this case represents the wind correction angle
required to make aircraft 70 "track" along the center 45
line of runway 72. The wind correction angle 0^. may
be calculated using the equation

25

50where
W is the wind velocity,
BVT is the angle between the wind vector and the run-

way direction, and
AS is the air speed of the aircraft; however, in actual

practice, it would be adequate for the pilot to esti-
mate this angle and manually insert the information
into the system.

A signal proportional to the aircraft heading angle 6ac

can be obtained from the gyrocompass 34, as illus-
trated in FIG. 2; the terminal heading angle OT can be
determined by adding (or subtracting) the wind correc-
tion angle 8wr from the runway heading angle 8RW; and
By, which is the bearing angle or VOR radial, can be ob-
tained from the output of VOR 36. By comparing the
VOR bearing angle Ov with the aircraft heading 0or, the
relative angle 9B to the terminal T is derived. 0g is com-
puted using the equation

60

180 - 6ac

The term 6V + 180 is the aircraft bearing to the terminal
T. By observation it can be seen in FIG. 4 that since line
66 bisects the angle between 64 and 68, the following
reference angle 0K may be defined

6R = 6V + 180-flr

and

Letting —6E denote a heading error to the LEFT, then
the heading error angle may be expressed,

-BE=BR- 360 + 6B

or, in terms of the input signals available to the com-
puter 20

-6E = 20V -Or- Oae

10

Since the heading error angle 6E between the aircraft
heading and the desired heading can be determined by
solving the above equations, it will be apparent that by
developing command signals which are proportional to
6E, aircraft 70 can be flown in accordance therewith in
such a manner that upon reaching terminal T, it will
have the desired terminal heading and will thus track
directly along the center line of runway 72. For exam-
ple, if the heading command display unit 26 includes a
vertical indicator. 22, then a heading command signal
commensurate with the "left turn" error angle 6E
shown in FIG. 4, might resemble that illustrated in FIG.
5. The positioning of indicator 22 to the left of center
line 25 indicates to the pilot that he must turn his air-
craft to the left, i.e., "toward the needle", and the de-
gree of the required turn, i.e., the magnitude of the
heading error, is indicated by the positioning of indica-
tor 22 relative to center line 25. Similarly, the position-
ing of indicator 22 in response to a heading command
signal commensuarte with the "right turn" error angle
8'E, illustrated in FIG. 6A, might resemble that shown
in FIG. 6B. When the pilot takes corrective action and
turns the aircraft, a rate of change of the error angle is
developed which tends to cancel the error 'signal —
thus the positioning of indicator 22 on the center line
25 results when the appropriate corrective action is
taken.

As an alternative to the utilization of the programma-
ble computer 20 illustrated in FIG. 2, the heading com-
mand subsystem can be implemented using an analog
embodiment such as that illustrated generally in FIG.
7 of the drawing. This embodiment includes a VOR re-
ceiver 80 for developing electrical output signals left
and right with respect to the aircraft bearing angle 6V,
a gyrocompass 96 for developing an aircraft heading
signal proportional to the aircraft heading angle 8ac,
and a wind correction selector 100, a runway heading
selector 102, and the associated differential gears 98
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for adding the selected wind correction and runway
heading angle to obtain a mechanical output "signal"
proportional to the desired terminal heading angle 6T.
The left and right electrical signals from the VOR 80
is amplified by an amplifier 81 and used to drive servo
motor-generator 83. A feedback signal from the gener-
ator section of motor-generator 83 is fed into amplifier
81. The electrical signals that represent the omnibear-
ing reference from VOR 80 is also input to the om-
nibearing selector 85 which is mechanically geared to
servo motor-generator 83. The left and right signals
from VOR 80 are reduced to zero when the mechanical
shaft of omnibearing selector 85 is positioned to bear-
ing angle 6V. The shaft of a differential synchro trans-
mitter 87 is positioned at 180° from 8V. An electrical
signal proportional to the aircraft heading 6ac is re-
ceived from a gyrocompass system 96 and is input to
differential synchro transmitter 87. The output of
transmitter 87 is By + 180 — Oac, which is an electrical
signal proportional to the relative heading angle 6B. A
synchro transmitter 84 is also positioned on the 6V

shaft, and its electrical output, which is proportional to
6V + 180° , is fed to a differential synchro transmitter
94. The rotor of differential synchro transmitter 94 is

rectional radar or an automatic direction finding
(ADF) radio could be used to locate the terminal point.
This would, of course, be the more likely alternative in
the case of seacraft applications since such equipment

5 is usually already available, whereas the equivalent of
a VOR station at the terminal (bridge, channel open-
ing, etc.) is not.

Glide-Slope Command Subsystem

10 Turning now to FIG. 8 of the drawing, the opera-
tional principles of the glide-slope command subsystem
are illustrated by considering an aircraft 110 flying
toward terminal T', and comparing its position to a ref-
erence line 112, which is a straight line lying on the sur-

15 face 114 of an elevated "glide-slope cone" C, and
which intersects terminal T' at an angle 4>del. Having
imputed the desired glide-slope angle 4>de, and terminal
altitude hT into computer 20 (FIG. 2) by adjusting
glide-slope selector 46 and terminal height selector 48,

20 the position of line 112 is established. The position of
the line 116, connecting'the instanteous position of air-
craft 110 and terminal T, may be established by mea-
suring the altitude h and the slant range distance d to
the station and using these dimensions to determine the

mechanically connected to the 0T shaft and the output 25 aircraft position angle <j>ac and length of base B. The
signal is proportional to 0R as per equation (7). The 0R value of Band (h — HT) are used to compute a new <f>'a
signal is transformed into a mechanical shaft position
as follows: the electrical signal 8a is input into a control
transformer 90, the rotor of which is fed to an opera-
tional amplifier 92. The amplifier output drives a 30

motor-generator 93 which repositions the shaft of con-
trol transformer 90 until a mechanical shaft position
proportional to 0K is reached. Also attached to the 9K

shaft, but geared for reversed rotation, is a control
transformer 82, which is electrically excited with a 9B

 35

signal from differential synchro transmitter 87. The
electrical output from the rotor of control transformer
82 is proportional to 6E as per equation (9). A signal
conditioner 104 is responsive to the output of control

By then subtracting <£'„<. from <t>del, the glide-slope error
angle <f>E is determined and used to develop a glide-
slope command signal commensurate therewith. These
operations are, of course, carried out by computer 20
in response to the signals developed by altimeter 30
and DME 32. As in the previously described heading
command subsystem, the glide-slope command signal
is used to drive an indicator which, in this case, shows
the pilot that he must adjust his glide-slope either up or
down in order to acquire and stay on the surface 114
of cone C.

As an alternative to the use of computer 20 as the
computational instrument, an analog embodiment such

transformer 82 and is operative to develop a heading 40 as is illustrated in FIG. 9 of the drawing, can be utilized
command signal HC for driving the indicator 106 of the to develop the glide-slope command signals. This em-
command display unit 108, or autopilot 110 when
switch 109 is closed. It will of course be appreciated

45

50

that as an alternative to providing "command" type in-
dications as described above, the indicators could be
made responsive to simply the error signals. The prob-
lem with this, however, is that when the error signal is
large, it is possible for the pilot to over-correct for the
error which could result in an oscillatory convergence
to a curved path. The rate of change of the error is
therefore derived from the error signal, and this rate
signal opposes the error in signal conditioner 104 to
form the heading command signal HC as per equation
(1). The resulting command display signal, when kept
at zero by the pilot, provides smooth convergence to a
curved path.

In order to use this system as a means for guiding an
aircraft or seacraft to a terminal having an operative
VOR transmitter, all the pilot need do is tune the VOR
80 to the terminal frequency, adjust the wind correc-
tion selector 100 to an appropriate setting, and adjust
the heading selector 102 to the ground track heading
desired at the terminal. Heading commands will then
be displayed on unit 108 which, if followed, will cause 65 and an electrical signal where
the vehicle to arrive at the terminal with the selected
terminal heading. As an alternative means of obtaining
the relative bearing angle OB, note that an onboard di-

bodiment includes an altimeter 120, a scaling and sig-
nal conditioner 122 for developing a signal propor-
tional to altitude h, a DME receiver 124, and a scaling
and signal conditioner 126 for developing a signal pro-
portional to the distance d to terminal T. A resolver-
servo including a resolver 128, an operational amplifier
130 and a servo motor-generator 132, is used to de-
velop a mechanical output "signal" proportional to the
aircraft elevation angle 4>ac, in response to input electri-
cal signals corresponding to h and d. The generator
-portion of motor-generator 132, when in motion, de-
velops a feedback signal which is fed into amplifier 130
by lead 129. When resolver 128 is energized with the
signal d, two signals are generated, one proportional to
d sin (£>„<- and one proportional to d cos <t>ac. When d sin
</>oc. is made equal to h, the computing process is com-
pleted and the results are a mechanical shaft position
where

</»ar = sin -' (hid)

B = d cos <

11

12
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Signal generator 148 converts a mechanical position of
the terminal height selector 146 to an electrical signal
/IT which is fed to differential amplifier ISO. Signal h is
also fed to differential amplifier ISO where the output
is h — hT. The output B from resolver 128 and the (h
— hT) signal is used to compute <j>'ac. When the sine and
cosine windings of resolver 152 are excited with signals
(h — hT) and B, respectively, the electrical signal from
one of the output windings is fed to operational ampli-
fier 154 which drives servo motor-generator 156 until
the signal has been reduced to zero. The result is a shaft
position proportional to the glide-slope angle of the air-
craft with respect to T'

<t>ac = tan -' (h-hT/B).

(The electrical signal that results at the other output
winding of resolver 152 is proportional to (h—/ir)

2 -1- B2;
however, this signal is not used.) A synchro transmitter
134 senses the mechanical shaft position and provides
an electrical output signal proportional to (£'„<•• The de-
sired glide-slope reference angle </)df, is selected by ad-
justing selector 136, and a comparator means, such as
the differential synchro transmitter 138, is utilized to
functionally subtract <£'ar from <f>an, and to develop a
glide-slope error signal proportional to the glide-slope
error angle <t>E. The output of transmitter 138 is fed into
a signal conditioner 140 which develops a glide-slope
command signal GG for driving the glide-slope com-
mand indicator 142 of a display unit 144 or autopilot
146 when switch 145 is closed.

Operation of the Terminal Guidance System

Having thus individually defined the operation of the
guidance command subsystem and the pitch command
subsystem which are combined to make up the terminal
guidance system of the present invention, reference,
will now be made to FIGS. 2, 10 and 11 of the drawing
to further illustrate the overall operation of the termi-
nal guidance system.

Assuming that an aircraft 150, which is presently at
an altitude of 3,000 feet and approaching terminal T
on a 110° VOR radial, wishes to descend with a glide-
slope angle of 4>de, to make a landing on runway 22. If
there is sufficient wind to warrant correction, the pilot
will obtain the wind direction and velocity from an ap-
propriate control tower or other source, compute the
required wind correction angle, and then adjust the
wind correction selector 42. He will also adjust the run-
way heading selector 44° to 220°, adjust glide-slope se-
lector 46 to the desired 4><in, and adjust the terminal
height selector 48 to perhaps 100 feet. As soon as these
adjustments are made and computer 20 is actuated,

, heading command and glide-slope command signals
will be developed and displayed on display unit 26 to
indicate the corrective action the pilot must take in
order to make the desired approach to runway 22.

When aircraft 150 is at the point 0, which is beneath
the surface of the imaginary glide-slope cone C, the
glide-slope indicator 24 will be positioned above the
display unit horizontal center line 23 by a distance pro-
portional to the glide-slope error angle 4>E, indicating to
the pilot that the aircraft is beneath the cone surface.
At this point he may choose to either fly upwardly
"toward the needle" to intersect the surface of cone C,
or to continue ahead at the same altitude until the air-
craft intersects the cone surface at point E. The upcom-

ing intersection with the cone surface will be indicated
by the continuous movement of indicator 24 toward
center line 23.

At point 0 the heading command indicator 22 will be
5 displaced to the right of the vertical center line 25, indi-

cating that the aircraft must be turned in a northerly di-
rection. A pilot experienced in using the terminal guid-
ance system of the present invention will most likely
immediately start a gradual turn to the right so as to in-

10 tercept the surface of cone C at approximately point E
with a heading as close as possible to the desired head-
ing indicated by arrow Hd- Once the cone surface is
"acquired," as indicated by the central positioning
of indicator 24, and the aircraft heading is corrected

IS to coincide with the desired heading, as indicated by'
13 the centering of indicator 22, all the pilot need then

do in order to make the desired approach to runway
22 is to fly his aircraft in such a manner as to keep
the indicators 22 and 24 centered. By keeping the
indicators centered, the aircraft's approach path to
terminal T will resemble that illustrated by the line
P, shown in FIGS. 10 and 11.

Note however, that it is not mandatory that the pilot
strictly follow the indicated commands. For example,
instead of following the circular path P, the pilot may
wish to make a slightly different approach with a
sharper turn near terminal T. This system permits the
pilot to make such a choice and the position of indica-
tor 22 will illustrate, in terms of heading error, the mag-
nitude of the turn required in order to pass over termi-
nal T will the selected terminal heading.

Note also, that since the heading command signals
and the glide-slope command signls are independent,
the pilot can choose to follow both signals simulta-
neously or independently of each other. By way of ex-
ample, if an aircraft is located at the point X and is ap-
proaching terminal T along the 200° VOR radial the
guidance command indicator 22 will command a sharp
right turn to follow the surface of cone C at a constant
altitude around to the 135° VOR radial, at which time
the command indicators will start to indicate a left turn
and descent along path P3 into terminal T. An experi-
enced pilot would however, upon intersecting the cone
of surface C, be more likely to closely follow the glide-
slope indicator, but only loosely follow the heading
command indicator, as indicated by the dashed line P8,
until at some point Y (at perhaps 1000 feet above
ground level) he would then follow both command sig-
nals simultaneously for the desired alignment at termi-
nal T. The advantage in taking this alternative is to re-
duce flight time since the approach distance is shorter.
The disadvantage is that a considerably higher bank •
angle is required which, at the low approach speeds
usually involved, might present possible stall hazards or
passenger discomfort, etc.; however, this can be pre-
vented by applying limits on operational procedures for
various aircraft.

The dashed lines P4 and Ps illustrate other possible
60 paths which might be followed in using the present sys-

tem while making approaches from more northerly di-
j rections. Although the approach paths illustrated all
_ call for left turns into terminal T, it will be appreciated

- that for landing approaches from the left and top of the
65 drawing, right turn approach paths similar to the illus-

trative left turn paths may be followed.
Whereas many additional alterations and modifica-

tions of the disclosed embodiments will no doubt be-
come apparent to those skilled in the art, it is to be un-
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derstood that this description is by way of illustration
only and is not intended to be limiting. Accordingly,
the appended claims are to be interpreted as covering
all such alterations and modifications which fall within
the true spirit and scope of the invention. 5

What is claimed is:
1. A system for guiding a vehicle to a point T' com-

prising:
means for determining the heading angle (6ac) of said

vehicle and developing a signal proportional 10
thereto;

means for determining the bearing angle (Ov) of said
vehicle from said point T' and developing a signal
proportional thereto;

means for selecting a desired heading angle (6T) atT' 15

and developing a signal which is proportional
thereto;

means for selecting a desired glide-slope angle (4>aei)
to T' and developing a signal porportional thereto;

means for determining the glide-slope angle (<£'ar) of
said vehicle with respect to T' and developing a sig-
nal proportional thereto;

computer means for generating a heading command
signal (HC) and a glide-slope command signal
(GC) for use in directing said vehicle to said point
T' so that upon arrival at said point T' the vehicle
heading angle is coincident with said selected head-
ing angle, said computer means being capable of
solving the following equations 30

-6t= 20r- BT- B,K

= <t>'ac— <t>de,

35

20

HC = fle- dfl£/dt

GC = fa- d</>£/dt ; and

display means comprising a fixed heading reference
and a movable heading command indicator posi-
tioned responsive to said heading command signal
such that the displacement of the movable heading 40
command indicator relative to said fixed reference
indicates the magnitude of the correction neces-
sary to intercept the desired heading.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein said dis-
play means further comprises a fixed glide-slope refer- 45
ence and a movable glide-slope command indicator po-
sitioned responsive to said glide-slope command signal
such that the displacement of the movable glide-slope
command indicator relative to said fixed glide-slope
reference indicates the magnitude of correction neces- 50

sary to intercept the desired glide slope.
3. A system as claimed in claim 2 wherein said vehi-

cle comprises an aircraft and said point T' lies along the
centerline of a runway on which the aircraft is to land,
said computer calculating a wind correction angle 55

(Owe) representative of the wind correction required to
cause the aircraft to track along said centerline of said
runway, said wind correction angle being algebraically
added to a runway heading angle (0 sw) to determine
the terminal heading angle (6T).

4. A system for guiding a vehicle to a point T':
means for determining the heading angle (0nr) of said

vehicle and developing a signal proportional
thereto;

means for determining the bearing angle (9V) of said
vehicle from said point T' and developing a signal
proportional thereto;

60

65

means for selecting a desired heading angle_(0r at T.'
and developing a signal which is proportional
thereto;

means for selecting a desired glide-slope angle (Ba,,)
to T' and developing a signal proportional thereto;

means for determining the glide-slope angle (O'af) of
said vehicle with respect to T' and developing a sig-
nal proportional thereto;

said point T' being the apex of an imaginary inverted
right circular cone having a cone half angle of (90°
- <&/«);

computer means coupled to said Oae, 6V, 0T, 6 ,̂, and
0'or signals for generating a heading command sig-
nal and a glideslope command signal;

means coupled to said computer means and respon-
sive to said command signals for, when operative,
automatically guiding said vehicle to said point T'
so that upon arrival at said point the heading angle
of said vehicle coincides with said selected heading
angle, the path followed by said vehicle being on
the surface of said cone; and

display means comprising a fixed heading reference,
a movable heading command indicator positioned
responsive to said heading command signal such
that the displacement of the movable heading com-
mand indicator relative to said fixed heading refer-
ence indicates the magnitude of the correction nee- •
essary to intercept the desired heading, a fixed
glide-slope reference, and a movable glide-slope
reference command indicator displacement of re-
sponsive to said glide-slope command signal such
that the displacement of the movable glide-slope
command indicator relative to said fixed glide-
slope reference indicates the magnitude of correc-
tion necessary to intercept the desired glide-slope.

5. A system for guiding a vehicle to a point T' located
a desired height (hT) over point T comprising:

means for determining the altitude (h) of said vehicle
over T and developing a signal which is a function
thereof;

means for determining the distance (d) between said
vehicle and T, and developing a signal which is a
function thereof;

means for determining the heading angle (Oac) of said
vehicle and developing a signal which is a function
thereof;

means for selecting a desired heading angle (BT) at T'
and developing a signal which is a function thereof;

means for selecting a desired glid-scope angle (6^el)
to T' and developing a signal which is a function
thereof;

means for selecting said desired height (hT) and de-
veloping a signal which is a function thereof;

means using said d, h, and hT signals for determining
the glide-slope angle (6'ae) of said vehicle with re-
spect to T' and developing a signal which is a func-
tion thereof;

computer means for generating a heading command
signal (HC) and glide-slope command signal (GC)
for use in directing said vehicle to said point T' so
that upon arrival at said point T' the vehicle head-
ing is coincident with said selected heading angle,
said computer means being capable of solving the
following equations
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eac
means for determining the glide-slope error angle

(<t>e) wherein

HC = d6E/dt

GC = <f>E- dtf>E\dt ; and 5

display means comprising a fixed heading reference,
a movable heading command indicator positioned

. responsive to said heading command signal such
that the displacement of the movable heading com- (0
mand indicator relative to said fixed heading refer-
ence indicates the magnitude of the correction nec-
essary to intercept the desired heading, a fixed
glide-slope reference, and a movable glide-slope
reference command indicator positioned respon- 15
sive to said glide-slope command signal such that
the displacement of the movable glide-slope com-
mand indicator relative to said fixed glide-slope
reference indicates the magnitude of correction
necessary to intercept the desired glide slope. 20

6. A terminal guidance system, comprising:
means for determining the heading angle (6ac) of a

vehicle and developing a vehicle heading signal
commensurate therewith;

means for determining the bearing angle (Ov) of said 25
vehicle from a selected terminal T' and for devel-
oping a vehicle bearing signal commensurate there-
with;

means for selecting a terminal heading angle (6T) and
developing a terminal heading signal commensu- 30
rate therewith;

computing means programmed to determine an error
angle (6E) defined by the equation

and to develop therefrom a heading command signal
(HC) in accordance with the equation

HC = 6E- d6E/dt

for use in directing said vehicle so that upon arrival 40
at said terminal T' the vehicle heading is coincident .
with the selected terminal heading ; and

display, means comprising a fixed heading reference
and a movable heading command indicator posi-
tioned responsive to said heading command signal 45
such that the displacement of the movable heading
command indicator relative to the fixed reference
indicates the magnitude of the correction neces-
sary to intercept the desired heading.

7. A terminal guidance system as recited in claim 6, 50

further comprising:
means for determining the altitude (h) of said vehicle

relative to a terminal T below terminal T' and for
developing an altitude signal commensurate there-
with; 55

means for determining the distance (d) between said
terminal T and said vehicle and developing a signal
commensurate therewith;

means for selecting the height (hT) of terminal T'
above terminal T and developing a terminal height
signal commensurate therewith;

means for selecting a desired glide-slope angle ($</„)
to terminal T' and developing a signal commensu-
rate therewith;

means for computing <f>' nf from said signals commen-
surate to h, d, and hr wherein <t>' ac is the real glide-
slope angle of said vehicle with respect to T';

65

means to develop a glide-slope command signal (GC)
in accordance with the equation

GC = d>E- d<f>E/di

for use in directing said vehicle to terminal T';said
display means comprising a fixed glide-slope refer-

ence and a movable glide-slope command indicator
positioned responsive to said glide-slope command
signal such that the displacement of the movable
glide-slope command indicator relative to said
fixed glide-slope reference indicates the magnitude
of correction necessary to intercept the desired
glide slope.

8. A system for guiding a vehicle to a point T' located
a desired height (hT) over point T comprising:

means for determining the altitude (h) of said vehicle
relative to point T and developing a signal propor-
tional thereto;

means for determining the distance (d) between said
point T and said vehicle and developing a signal
proportional thereto;

means for selecting said height (hT) and developing
a signal proportional thereto;

means for selecting a desired glide-slope angle (4>de,)
to point T' and developing a signal proportional
thereto;

means for computing 4>'ac from said h, d, and hT
signals wherein 4>'ac is the actual glide-slope angle
of said vehicle with respect to T';

means for determining the glide-slope error angle
(<(>E) wherein

<t>K= <t>'ae~ 4>dei,

means to develop a glide-slope command signal (GC)
in accordance with the equation

for use in directing said vehicle to point T'; and
display means comprising a fixed glide-slope refer-

ence and a movable glide-slope command indicator
positioned responsive to said glide-slope command
signal such that the displacement of the movable
glide-slope command indicator relative to said
fixed glide-slope reference indicates the magnitude
of correction necessary to intercept the desired
glide slope.

9. A terminal guidance system, comprising:
means for determining the heading of a vehicle and

developing a vehicle heading signal commensurate
therewith;

means for determining the bearing of said vehicle
from a selected terminal and for developing a bear-
ing signal commensurate therewith;

means for selecting a terminal heading and develop-
ing a terminal heading signal commensurate there-
with;

computing means responsive to said vehicle heading
signal, said bearing signal and said terminal head-
ing signal, and operative to develop a heading error
signal for use in directing said vehicle toward said
terminal, so that upon arrival at said terminal, the
vehicle heading is coincident with the selected ter-
minal heading; and
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display means comprising a fixed heading reference

and a movable heading command indicator posi-
tioned responsive to a command signal related to
said heading error signal and the rate of change
thereof such that the displacement of the movable 5
heading command indicator relative to the fixed
reference indicates the magnitude of the correction
necessary to intercept the desired heading.

10. A terminal guidance system as recited in claim 9
wherein said heading error signal is commensurate with 10

a heading error angle 6E, said terminal heading signal
is commensurate with a terminal heading angle 6T, and
said bearing signal is commensurate with vehicle bear-
ing angle dv, and said vehicle heading signal is com-
mensurate with a vehicle heading angle Oac, and
wherein said computing means develops said heading
error signal in accordance with the equation

15

Or —
20

1 1. A terminal guidance system as recited in claim 9
and further comprising:

means for determining the altitude of said vehicle rel-
ative to a reference and for developing an altitude
signal commensurate therewith; 25

means for determining the distance between said ter-
minal and said vehicle and developing a distance

. signal commensurate therewith;
means for selecting a desired glide-slope and devel-

op ing' a glide-slope reference signal commensurate 30
therewith;

me'ans for- selecting a desired terminal height and de-
veloping a terminal height signal commensurate
therewith; and

further computing means responsive to said altitude 35

signal, said distance signal, said terminal height sig-
nal and said glide-slope reference signal and opera-
tive to develop a glide-slope error signal for use in
directing said vehicle so that upon arrival at said
terminal said vehicle is at said desired terminal
height, said display means further comprising a
fixed glide-slope reference and a movable glide-
slope command indicator positioned responsive to
said glide-slope error signal such that the displace- 45
ment of the movable glide-slope command indica-
tor relative to said fixed glide-slope reference indi-
cates the magnitude of correction necessary to in-
tercept the desired glide slope.

12. A terminal guidance system as recited in claim 1 1 50
wherein said glide-slope error signal is commensurate
with a glide-slope error angle <t>E, said altitude signal is
commensurate with an altitude h, said distance signal
is commensurate with a distance d, and said glide-slope
reference signal is commensurate with a desired glide- 55

slope angle <t><trt, and wherein said further computing
means developing said glideslope error signal in accor-
dance with the equation

means for continuously determining the he.adjng of,
the vehicle and developing a vehicle heading signal
commensurate therewith;

means for continuously determining the bearing of
the vehicle from said terminal point and developing
a bearing signal commensurate therewith;

means for developing a terminal heading signal cor-
responding to said predetermined terminal head-
ing;

first comparator means responsive to said vehicle
heading signal and said bearing signal and opera-
tive to develop a difference signal commensurate
with the difference between said vehicle heading
signal and said bearing signal;

second comparator means responsive to said bearing
signal and said terminal heading signal and opera-
tive to develop a reference angle signal;

third comparator means responsive to said difference
signal and said reference angle signal, and opera-
tive to develop a heading error signal for use in
guiding said vehicle; and

display means comprising a fixed heading reference
and a movable heading command indicator posi-
tioned responsive to said heading error signal such
that the displacement of the movable heading com-
mand indicator relative to the fixed reference indi-
cates the magnitude of the correction necessary to
intercept the desired heading.

14. Apparatus for use in guiding a vehicle at a first
altitude to a terminal point T' at a second altitude lo-
cated a desired height (hT) over point T comprising:

means for determining the altitude ( h ) of said vehicle
above point T and developing an altitude signal
proportional thereto;

means for determining the distance (d) between said
vehicle and said point T and developing a distance
signal proportional thereto;

means for selecting a glide-slope reference angle
(</></<••) to said point T' and developing a glide-slope
reference signal proportional thereto;

means for selecting said desired terminal height (HT)
and developing a terminal height signal propor-
tional thereto;

means responsive to said altitude signal and said dis-
tance signal for developing a first glide-slope angle
(<t>ac) signal defined by the expression

<t>ac= sin~li/d ; ~(h —
means for developing a signal proportional to B

wherein

B = d cos <f>ac;
means responsive to said altitude signal, said terminal

height signal, and said B signal for developing a
second glideslope angle (<t>'ac) signal defined by the
expression

<*>'„,= tan"6 > (h +/ir/B) ;

means responsive to said glide-slope reference signal
and said second glide-slope angle signal for devel-
oping a vehicle error signal commensurate with a
vehicle glide-slope error angle (<f>E) defined by the
expression

^ <t>'nc~ <i>dn. 60

where 4>'nc is the glide-slope angle of the vehicle with
respect to said terminal.

13. A terminal guidance system for use in guiding a
vehicle from a remote point to a terminal point in a
manner such that the vehicle has a predetermined ter-
minal heading upon reaching said terminal point, com- •
prising:

c- <t>dtM ; and
display means comprising a fixed glide-slope refer-

ence and a movable glide-slope command indicator
positioned responsive to said vehicle error signal
such that the displacement of the movable glide-
slope command indicator relative to said fixed
glide-slope reference indicates the magnitude of
the correction necessary to intercept the desired
glide slope.


